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"Literature records the depths and heights of the human experience. It can develop compassion
by educating the heart as well as the mind. It can help children entertain new ideas, develop
insights they never had before. It can stretch the imagination, creating new experiences, enriching
old ones. It can develop a sense of what is true and just and beautiful” (Charlotte Huck).

In order to understand how influential READING has been in your life, it is important to dig back
into your past and think about your relationship with written texts and when your love of READING
began. For this assignment, you will take a trip back through your life as a READER and begin first by
finding answers the questions below.

QUESTIONS
1. What were some of the first books you remember READING?
2. How did your childhood READING experiences shape who you are today as a READER?
For example, did a certain book spark an interest in a particular genre?
3. Were you READ to when you were younger? If so, by whom?
4. Did you READ some books again and again out of simple enjoyment? If so, what books?

SPECIFICATIONS

Now that you have explored your journey as a READER, you will compose a project that illustrates this
passage. It is up to you to decide how your project will look. It can be a timeline, book, brochure, treasure
map, etc. (see examples on next page). Projects should be NO BIGGER than 12” x 12”. Use your
creativity. There should be a minimum of ten books displayed in your project. Projects can contain
meaningful images (book covers, pictures of characters, photos of authors, etc.), excerpts from influential
children’s books, pictures of you as a READER, or pictures of READERS who have inspired you.
You also must include a typed explanation (1-2 sentences) about each book you include in your
project. Explanations should answer one or more of the following questions:
1. What did/do you love about the book?
2. When did you READ the book for the first time?
3. How many times or how often did you READ the book?

EXAMPLES

MAP

COLLAGE

Age 14
Thanks to my parents,
I’ve grown up loving
books. Harry Potter is
my favorite series ever.

MURAL

TIMELINE
8
Stellar

7
Good

6
5
Adequate Inadequate

Reading Journey – Includes at least 10 books +
pictures or excerpts from those books.
Explanations – Includes at least 10 typed
explanations.
Creativity and Organization – Your journey is
illustrated in a unique and interesting way and is
understandably organized.

Total Points

/24

